ACHIEVE OFFICE SATISFACTION

WITH QUALITY COFFEE

OUR SOLUTION

We offer a wide range of office coffee solutions including; table-top coffee machines, operated
healthier vending, plus a selection of delicious ingredients.

£
A choice of
snack, cold
drink or combi
machines

A range of
finance options
available

All the latest
technology to
enhance the
user experience

Coffee shop
style drinks
without even
leaving the
office

Being an independent provider, we can offer a truly personalised solution, as we are not tied
to any specific machine manufacturer or ingredient supplier. We know from our many years of
experience that not all customers have the same taste and business requirements, so it may be
that your workforce prefer a well-known brand of products, maybe they seek out sustainable
coffee, or perhaps they demand a fresh milk coffee machine. Whatever your requirement we can
tailor a solution to meet the needs of your business.

0800 169 3686

As a company, we have over 50 years of
experience bringing innovative and fresh
solutions to the food and beverage industry.
Completely independent with a full in-house
operation from enquiry to graphic design and
printing to installation and service, we have a
seamless process with no need to outsource any
part of the function, meaning shorter lead times.
With a national presence we can support
companies across the UK and ensure that our
service standards are strictly monitored and
reviewed, allowing our customers to have peace
of mind with their equipment. In the past year
our highly-skilled engineers have resolved 80%
of call-outs within 4 hours, and 99% in less than 8
hours.
We have won awards for innovation and green
processes, and are proud to be recognised as a
CarbonZero company.

DON’T TAKE OUR WORD FOR
IT TAKE THEIRS
“We are so happy with the service that we
have received so far, that we are looking
to use them in some of our other sites.”

Virgin Money

“With the help of Refreshment Systems we
now have a machine that meets demand,
makes a delicious drink and is super easy
to use”

Leeds City College

HOW DO YOU BENEFIT AS AN
EMPLOYER?
•
•
•

•

Keep your employees in the office - so no
trips out to get their coffee fix!
Impress your visitors and customers with a
coffee shop style drink
It has been proven that coffee breaks in the
workplace can help alleviate work related
stress
Banish desk related aches and pains - as
caffeine has been found to relieve neck and
back pain

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: 0800 169 3686
OR POP US AN EMAIL: info@refreshmentsystems.co.uk
VISIT: www.refreshmentsystems.co.uk

